
Non-disciplinary Corrective Memo Outline 

PURPOSE: A means of creating a sense of urgency necessary to motivate an 
employee to make changes in job performance:  conduct, attendance, or quality 
of work. Particularly useful when corrective interviews conducted by the 
supervisor have not resulted in needed changes in performance. (Note: Numbers 
below match specific parts of the sample memo found on the back.) 

1.         Statement of specific concern about job performance problem: quality of work, attendance/
            availability, conduct/behavior. Include specifics: what happened, when, dates, times, etc. 
 
2.         Remind employee about prior conversations or discussions concerning performance issues, 
            and when these occurred. 
 
3.         Statement of specific negative impact or consequences for the performance problem(s) 
            stated in #1. 
 
4.         Statement of what changes are required and when these changes should occur. 
 
5.         Statement of possible consequences, administrative actions, or disciplinary steps if problems 
            continue. 
 
6.       Statement asking employee to speak with supervisor if needed to clarify anything in  
            corrective memo relative to changes requested in paragraph #3. 
 
7.         Statement of support and value. Mention positive performance elements of employee 
            (what is done well, skills, etc.) but emphasize need for change. Mention resources available to 
            help employee with correcting problem, if applicable. 
 
8.         Statement recommending employee contact the EAP based upon the job performance 
            problems in case a personal problem of some type is contributing to the performance 
            problems. DO NOT allude to your beliefs about the existence of a personal problem. An EAP 
            referral by the supervisor is never based upon what the supervisor believes or thinks about an 
            employee’s personal problem, but the performance issues. Insert in your letter the name of the 
            EA professional to whom you spoke and his or her phone number. This will make it easier for 
            the employee to follow through. 
 
9.         Supervisor’s plan for follow-up. Provide date when this will occur. Be specific about when 
            you will speak with the employee again to see how things are going. 
 
10.       Thank the employee for his or her attention to the matter and end on a positive note. 
 
11.       Send a copy to the next level supervisor, as necessary. Send or fax a copy to the EAP. 
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EXAMPLE MEMOEXAMPLE MEMOEXAMPLE MEMOEXAMPLE MEMO 
 
To:       Sally Smith, Machinist 
From:     John Doe, Supervisor 
Subj:     Attendance and Performance Problems 
Date:     1-1-2006 
 
Last week I reviewed the sick leave records and discovered that you 
have taken nine days of sick leave in the past year. Each of these 
days occurred on a Tuesday following a holiday weekend, or on a 
Friday preceding a three-day holiday weekend. I discussed my 
concern about this pattern with you last August 12, 2005. Since 
then, I have grown increasingly concerned. Your last such absence 
was on Dec. 27, 2005. 
 
As you know, sick leave is a benefit to be used when necessary. The 
frequency of your sick leave is too high and affects your ability 
to perform essential functions. On February 15, several overdue 
widget projects caused a loss of their sale the day you were out. 
This cost the company $50,000. Your absences also negatively affect 
clerical staff. I would like to see your performance improve and 
your absences reduce. 
 
You have excellent skills, and are a valued worker on the assembly 
line. But, if your use of sick leave remains high I will take 
additional steps to intervene, which could include administrative 
or disciplinary action. 
 
Please provide verification of any future illness in which you lose 
work time. Please see me if you have any questions with regard to 
this request or the contents in this memo. 
 
Thank you for your attention to this matter. As you know, the EAP 
is always available to assist you in the event a personal problem 
is contributing to your attendance problem. You can reach the EAP 
confidentially at 555-1234. I will review your use of sick leave in 
one month on Tuesday, February 1, 2006. Please plan to meet with me 
at 3:00 PM on that day. 
 
cc:  next level supervisor 
     EAP (recommended) 
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NOTE:  (A) The outline above may not conform to every organization’s policies and procedures. Consult with your HR 
representative, if necessary. (B) The corrective memo is not designed as an official document to be placed in a personnel file. A copy  
however, could  be retained by the supervisor. (C) Variations on the corrective memo may include more formal referral to the EAP; 
supplying a copy of the memo to the EAP; requesting that the employee sign a release to verify EAP attendance; or, postponing 
these steps until the next occasion necessitating an EAP referral before taking disciplinary action. (D) In the above example, clearly 
describing the impact on performance caused by the attendance problem is essential.    
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Skill 1: How to 
Observe Performance 
You’ll love it so much, you will 
want the others! Supervisors learn the skill of observing
performance and how to focus on- and assess skills,
abilities, motivations, attitudes, conduct, appearance,
vitality, and eagerness to learn. 145A – $0

Skill 2: Documenting Performance 
The first question a boss will ask when termination is
proposed is, “Do you have all the documentation you
need?” Here’s how to make sure documentation exists
and that it is useful. 145B – $97

Skill 3: Mastering 
Constructive Confrontation
How to organize thoughts in advance and follow 
guidelines and a format that makes sure confrontation
hits home, inspires change, and dignifies employees.
145C – $97

Skill 4: Evaluating Performance
How and why to shower employees with frequent feed-
back, assessing employees regularly, praise superior work,
provide constructive suggestions, and elevate mediocre or
substandard work to excellence. 145D – $97

Skill 5: Resolving Coworker Conflicts
Pick your battles and focus on shared goals to referee
disputes effectively. 145E – $97

Skill 6: Giving Feedback 
Express both good and bad input with judgment-free
specificity for a more positive, lasting impact on the
employee. 145F – $97 

Skill 7: Delegating Work and Following Up 
Boost your efficiency-and your team's morale-by hand-
ing off assignments to the right people. 145G – $97 

Skill 8: Dispensing Discipline 
Treat discipline as a means to educate employees and
elevate their behavior. 145H – $97 

Skill 9: Inspiring and Praising 
Employees to Build Morale
Energize employees by taking every opportunity
to recognize their contributions and urging them
to excel. 145I – $97

Skill 10: Building Your Team 
By choosing the right people and getting them
to believe in a shared goal, you lay the ground-
work for a winning team. 145J – $97 

Skill 11: Communicating 
Effectively with Upper Management 
Relate to the top brass on their terms and pres-
ent your ideas as solutions to problems they
face. 145K – $97 

Skill 12: Investigating 
Complaints & Incidents
Take an unbiased, fact-based approach when
investigating employee complaints. 145L – $97 

Skill 13: Managing Unfit 
for Duty Employees 
The inability of an employee to work safely
requires a deliberate and fact-based confrontation
and the following of organization’s fitness-for-
duty policy. 145M – $97 

Skill 14: Acting to Prevent 
Violence in the Workplace
Know the conditions that breed violence, and
protect your workplace from toxic conflicts.
145N – $97

All 14 Skills Above 
Get all 14 skills shown above—the complete
supervisory suite. Each on a CD includes Flash
files for your Web site and self-playing files that
start automatically and run on most computers,
or with one click. 
146A – $997. SAVE $264!

Train Supervisors in Vital Skills from
Your Web Site or "Go-Anywhere" CDs

14 Mini-Movies in Flash Play
Automatically On Any
Computer or from Your Web Site
Get applauded by top management and rescue supervisors from their
lack of skills. This program will instill competence and supervisory “know-
how” with short educational Flash movies that play on your Web site or from
their individual CDs. They are easy to upload, and there’s nothing complicated.
Each one delivers its powerful, animated message in only 4-6 minutes.

“I love the vital tips supervisor

program. It is comprehensive and will

be a great asset for our managers

who cannot attend on-site training.”

Eileen Crochiere, President
EAP Network, Inc. 

Taunton MA

FREE 

PREVIEW

147 PowerPoint with Sound (Each)............................$127
148 PowerPoint with Sound (All 14) ........................$1399

All skills shown are also available in PowerPoint with
manual play and Sound/Show (you get both!). To order,
mark "PowerPoint" on your order form and we will
substitute flash/self-play with the PowerPoint format.

✔ Help supervisors brush-up 
on key skills

✔ Train new supervisors 
✔ E-mail automatic launch 

links to any supervisor
✔ Help “troubled supervisors” 

referred for their leadership issues
✔ Reduce fear among supervisors 

from inadequate training

Here’s What You Will Do:
✔ Reduce conflict, risk, and 

potential violence at work
✔ Be a better internal consultant 
✔ Add value to your program
✔ Experience fewer grievances 
✔ Reduce wrongful termination claims
✔ Help supervisors be proactive
✔ Demonstrate due diligence in 

training supervisors

FREE!

You Get
Two Ways
To Train

ALL PROGRAMS AND PRODUCTS COMPLETE WITH 100% MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE!

1-800-626-4327 | FAX 1-843-884-0442       VISIT www.WorkExcel.com
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PREVIEW PURCHASE
ITEM # DESCRIPTION ONLY? PRICE TOTAL

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name____________________________________________________

Job Title __________________________________________________

Company _________________________________________________

Address __________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

City_______________________________  State/Prov. _____________

Zip/Postal Code ____________________________________________

Daytime Phone_____________________________________________

Fax______________________________________________________

E-mail ___________________________________________________

Web Site _________________________________________________

DFA PUBLISHING & CONSULTING, LLC    • PO BOX 2006    • MT. PLEASANT, SC 29465

Name _____________________________________________________

Job Title ___________________________________________________

Company __________________________________________________

Address ___________________________________________________

City_______________________________ State/Prov._______________

Zip/Postal Code______________________ Country _________________

ORDERED BY: SHIP TO: (Complete only if different)

Fax This Order Form Securely to 843-884-0442

WE GUARANTEE that
every product in this catalog
will be easy and exciting to

use. They will
revolutionize

your ability
to reduce
behavioral

risk, and
improve workplace

relationships among employ-
ees and management. If not,
we will refund your payment,
no questions asked.

Request up to 
3 free hot mugs 
for your staff. 
FREE for paid 
orders over $750.
Number of mugs: _____________

– (                    )

Merchandise Total $______________

SC Business Only
Add 7.5% sales tax $______________

Shipping/Handling*
SEE BELOW $______________

ORDER TOTAL $______________
U.S. Dollars

PAYMENT METHOD
Charge to:    ■■ Visa     ■■ MasterCard     ■■ American Express     ■■ Discover     ■■ Bill Me
Purchase Order #_______________________________________________________
Card Number _______________________________________ Exp. Date __________
Three Digit CVC on Back for Visa/MC _________
Signature ____________________________________________________________
We ship U.S. Postal Service Priority with Signature Guarantee.   *Shipping/Handling is $15. AK / HI / Outside USA add $20.

Back Page Bundle or Other Discounts

Add Logo (Number of programs x $25)
Email your logo artwork to publisher@workexcel.com

Free Product Preview Information and Agreement
Previewed products are sent for 60 days. We will send an optional
invoice in case you wish to make a purchase. If you decide not to make
a purchase, return the product in the same condition you received it using
the FREE UPS Return Label enclosed. You agree not to copy, store, or in any
way retain information from a previewed product that you return. (At our sole
discretion we may be unable to honor some requests for free product previews.)

FREE 

PREVIEW

ALL PROGRAMS AND PRODUCTS COMPLETE WITH 100% MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE!

1-800-626-4327 | FAX 1-843-884-0442       VISIT www.WorkExcel.com




